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Policymakers have implemented a wide range of non-pharmaceutical interventions to fight the
spread of COVID-19. Variation in policies across jurisdictions and over time strongly suggests
a difference-in-differences (DD) research design to estimate causal effects of counter-COVID
measures. We discuss threats to the validity of these DD designs and make recommendations
about how researchers can avoid bias, interpret results accurately, and provide sound guidance
to policymakers seeking to protect public health and facilitate an eventual economic recovery.
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Introduction

COVID-19, the way people respond to it, and the flood of
policy responses all make it difficult to develop credible DD
research designs. Careful DD analyses, however, can be
transparent, convincing, timely and policy-relevant. This article discusses challenges to using DD to evaluate counterCOVID measures as well as possible strategies to tackle
these challenges.

To mitigate the spread of the novel coronavirus SARSCoV-2 and the disease it causes, COVID-19, policymakers
around the world have placed severe restrictions on their citizens. Schools and businesses have been shuttered, gatherings
banned, and more than half the world’s population lived under a shelter-in-place order at some time (Sandford, 2020).
Limiting interactions stems person-to-person contagion, but
at a high cost. Business closures in Europe, for example, are
estimated to reduce GDP by three percent per month (Thomsen, 2020).
Understanding which non-pharmaceutical interventions
actually contain the pandemic is therefore crucial for balancing public health and economic and social costs. The fact
that governments enact their own policies differently across
place and time strongly suggests a difference-in-differences
(DD) design for estimating causal effects in the COVID-19
context.1 A DD design compares changes in COVID-related
outcomes before and after a given policy takes effect in one
area, to changes in the same outcomes in another area that did
not introduce the policy. At least five recent papers use DD
methods to show that non-pharmaceutical interventions reduce interactions, infections, or deaths (Dave, Friedson, Matsuzawa, & Sabia, 2020; Fang, Wang, & Yang, 2020; Friedson, McNichols, Sabia, & Dave, 2020; Gupta et al., 2020;
Hsiang et al., 2020).
The validity of DD relies on assumptions about the comparability of treatment and control areas. The dynamics of
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Madrid and Liverpool: A Running Example

We center our discussion around a hypothetical analysis
of the effect of lockdown policies on COVID-19 cases (y)
in Madrid and Liverpool. Lockdown refers to a legally enforceable order that residents remain in their homes except
for essential trips. Spain imposed a lockdown on March 14th
and the UK did so on the 24th (Flaxman, Mishra, Gandy, et
al., 2020).
While modern DD analyses apply new econometric techniques to large datasets with many groups and time periods,
they all build on basic comparisons between changes in outcomes in a “treated” jurisdiction before and after it implemented a specific policy (first difference) with changes in
outcomes over the same period in a “control” jurisdiction
that did not implement the policy (second difference). To
begin, consider a simple DD estimator that uses Madrid as
the treatment group, Liverpool as the control group, March
1st –March 13th as the pre-treatment period (Pre), and March
14th –March 23rd as the post-treatment period (Post). (We discuss the role of the UK’s lockdown below.) The DD estimate
1
While the term DD is widely used in economics, political science, and sociology, other disciplines sometimes refer to it as “controlled before-and-after study” or “(untreated) control group design
with pretest and posttest”. Angrist and Pischke (2009) and Lechner
(2011) provide general discussions of DD.
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Subscripts denote the city and superscripts denote the periods over which averages are taken. Differences over time
within each city eliminate constant underlying differences
in the level of y between Madrid and Liverpool that do not
vary over time. Comparing these changes across cities eliminates factors that drive infection rates equally in both places.
DD
To interpret b
βMadrid
as the causal effect of the lockdown, we
must assume that COVID-19 infections in Liverpool reflect
how infections would have changed in Madrid had they not
enacted a lockdown—the common trends assumption. If
common trends fails, then Madrid’s infections would have
DD
changed differently even without a lockdown and b
βMadrid
cannot be interpreted as a lockdown effect. If common trends
DD
holds, then b
βMadrid
gives the causal effect of treatment (lockdown) on the treated (Madrid in the third week of March).
3

DD Challenges

All DD analyses must carefully consider potential violations of the common trends assumption, many of which
appear likely in the COVID-19 context. Moreover, the dynamics of COVID-19—lags between exposure and recorded
infections, nonlinearities that arise form person-to-person
transmission, and the likelihood that policies have different
effects over time—complicate potential threats to the DD research design.
Packaged Policies
Governments typically implement several policies to reduce COVID-19 infections. For instance, Madrid implemented an early lockdown, but both Madrid and Liverpool
took other steps to address COVID-19. Spanish officials encouraged social distancing on March 9th , closed schools on
the 13th , and banned public events on the 14th , all of which
could have reduced infections in Madrid (∆ȳMadrid ). Disentangling the lockdown effect from the collective effect of
Madrid’s policies requires a control group that reflects the
effects of the other policies that Madrid enacted. While social distancing was also encouraged in Liverpool, Liverpool
may have issued different advice than Madrid, they did so
later in the sample (March 16th ), and Liverpool did not close
schools. Liverpool is probably not a good control for Madrid.

outset (pre-period) that trigger local interventions can imply large differences in the infection’s subsequent development (post-period). In early March, Madrid had much higher
growth in per-capita cases than Liverpool and a higher but
earlier peak in infections. Falling infection rates in the postlockdown period may therefore reflect the natural dynamics
of the outbreak, not the effect of the lockdown. Areas with
high enough infection rates to trigger strong policy responses
probably just have worse outbreaks than areas that did not
impose restrictions. The COVID-19 outbreaks in Madrid and
Liverpool may simply never have been comparable to each
other.
Voluntary Precautions
As outbreaks grow and are publicized, evidence suggests
that people take precautions before any official restrictions go
into place. Data from Google users, for example, show that
public transport use in both Liverpool and Madrid started to
fall days before their lockdowns began (Google, 2020). DD
estimates will be biased toward finding a spurious negative
effect of lockdowns on infection rates because people and
policymakers respond to the same information. Moreover, if
worse infections trigger earlier and more restrictive policies,
they may also generate stronger precautionary behavior and
larger bias.
Anticipation
When governments announce policy ahead of time, however, behavior may change in response to information about
the policy itself. For example, just before lockdowns took
effect, people in Madrid and Liverpool made more trips to
grocery markets and pharmacies, stocking up on toilet paper
and pasta (Google, 2020; Oakley, 2020).2 If resulting infections were reported before the 14th , cases may fall in Madrid
after lockdown (∆ȳMadrid <0) but only because anticipation
raised the pre-lockdown infection rate.3
Spillovers
Infectious diseases do not stop at regional borders, so
the timing and effectiveness of Spain’s lockdown may affect
COVID-19 cases in Liverpool. For example, 3,000 football
fans traveled from Spain to Liverpool on March 11th for a
Champions League match between Atletico Madrid and Liverpool FC (ESPN, 2020), but a March 17th match between
Real Madrid and Manchester City FC was cancelled. Infection trends in Liverpool cannot represent what would have

Reverse Causality
2

Governments have enacted restrictions because of worsening outbreaks, so variation in policies to fight COVID19 may be functions of past changes in COVID-19 itself
(see Gupta et al., 2020). Small differences at the infection’s

Fang et al. (2020) estimate large anticipation effects on travel
out of Wuhan in a matter of hours.
3
A pre-lockdown spike in outcomes makes the most sense for
outcome variables that can respond to information and policies immediately, such as population movements.
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happened in Madrid absent the lockdown if they are a function of Spain’s lockdown.4 In the context of infectious diseases, spillovers from travel will typically bias DD estimates
towards zero. Lockdowns that help the treatment group also
help the control group.

on scaling. If it holds in outcome levels, it cannot generally
hold for the log of the outcome, so only one transformation
can yield valid DD estimates.6

Variation in Policy Timing

While we use a specific case to make our points, they apply to policies other than lockdowns, outcomes other than
infections, and datasets with many more than two jurisdictions. Here we recommend steps to avoid these biases and
accurately interpret DD estimates.7

If the observation period is extended beyond March 23rd ,
an analysis of the two cities would have to incorporate Liverpool’s lockdown. The most common way to do this is to
estimate a regression with unit and time fixed effects, and a
dummy variable that equals one when unit i has the policy
DD
in time t. The DD estimate then equals an average of b
βMadrid
and a similar DD term for Liverpool’s lockdown effect that
uses Liverpool as the treatment group, Madrid as the control
group (after its lockdown is already in effect), after March
24th as the post-period, and March 14th through March 23rd
as the pre-period (Goodman-Bacon, 2019).
Unfortunately, when treatment is staggered and treatment effects vary over time—both true in the COVID-19
context—two-way fixed effects estimates are typically biased
away from the sign of the true treatment effect (for example,
see Goodman-Bacon, 2019). The bias comes from the fact
that the DD term for Liverpool uses Madrid after March 14th
as a control group. If Madrid’s lockdown effect were constant and immediate, it would difference out when calculating outcome trends in Madrid after the 14th . If the lockdown
effect grows over time, however, then the trend in Madrid’s
infections after the 14th includes an evolving treatment effect that Liverpool would never have experienced. Madrid
does not reflect what would have happened Liverpool without lockdown, and the regression DD estimate is positively
biased.
Measurement and Scaling of the Dependent Variable
COVID-19 outcomes are inherently hard to measure,
which compounds the previous challenges. The virus’ incubation period, for example, means that reported infections
lag true infections by several days.5 Therefore, policies that
limit exposure (as well as confounding factors like voluntary
precautions or anticipation) will not affect recorded infection
rates immediately. For instance, the DD estimate in equation
(1) has a post-lockdown period of 9 days. Madrid’s lockdown is unlikely to have had any effect on reported cases on
many of those days. Finally, authorities have legitimate trouble counting the number of COVID-19 infections and deaths.
DD estimates will be biased if testing improves differently in
the treatment and control groups.
Further, decisions about how to measure outcomes
(counts, rates, or logs) can strongly affect analyses of
COVID-19 policies because COVID-19 outbreaks vary
widely across areas, and their trajectories vary widely over
time. The common trend assumption, for example, depends

4

Recommendations for COVID-19 DD Designs

Recommendation 1: Estimate Dynamics
Researchers should present “event-study” estimates that
trace a policy’s effect on individual days before and after it
takes effect.8 This generalization of the canonical DD model
in equation (1) can reveal many of the biases outlined above.
Reverse causality, for example, implies that COVID-19 outcomes should be getting worse in the days leading to the policy, which will show up as increasing pre-treatment eventstudy estimates. Voluntary precautions, on the other hand,
would improve outcomes in treated areas prior to the policy. The virus’ incubation period also means that the shape
of post-policy event-study estimates can act as a check on
the research design. Changes in reported COVID-19 cases
and fatalities immediately after treatment, for example, are
unlikely to be caused by the treatment.
Recommendation 2: Choose the Control Group Wisely
Good control groups will have to match treatment groups
on many dimensions. Smart research designs will try to focus
on situations where treatment and control groups differ only
by the introduction of a single COVID-19 policy (or, at least,
only few policies). DD analyses at the sub-national level,
where all areas share national counter-COVID measures can
4

This is a violation of the stable unit treatment value assumption
(SUTVA), which states that each unit’s outcomes are independent
of other units’ treatment status.
5
Lauer et al. (2020) report a median incubation period of 5.1
days, with 97.5 percent of cases developing symptoms within 11.5
days.
6
Measurement error interacts with outcome scaling. For example, if areas with different infection rates only record 80 percent of
cases, their infection rates (in levels) will diverge over time but log
infection rates will not.
7
Data quality and availability underlie all of our recommendations. Governments, firms, and researchers collect different information on outcomes like mobility, symptoms, vital records, employment, and behaviors. This information should continue to be
publicly available. High-quality data make credible comparisons
possible and without them, even the most sophisticated techniques
will fail to uncover causal effects.
8
For examples see Dave et al. (2020), Fang et al. (2020), Friedson et al. (2020), Gupta et al. (2020).
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help (although they may have worse spillovers from travel).
Researchers should focus especially on techniques, such as
propensity score reweighting or synthetic control (Abadie,
Diamond, & Hainmueller, 2010), that impose balance in prepolicy infection levels and trends, characteristics that affect
transmission (ie. population density), virulence (ie. comorbidities or age structure), or the ability to comply with movement restrictions (ie. occupation and income).9 Note that
controlling directly for confounders in a regression may not
be adequate, because it “removes” an average partial correlation (while the true bias likely varies strongly across units
and over time), and can severely restrict the independent variation in the policy of interest (Goodman-Bacon, 2019).
Recommendation 3: Be Careful of Regression DD
Even when common trends holds, regression DD can be
biased when treatment effects vary over time.10 Fortunately,
a range of alternative estimators have been developed that
avoid these biases. Callaway and Sant’Anna (2018), for example, propose averaging together a series of (propensity
score reweighted) DD models like (1) that use later treated
units as a control group for earlier treated ones. COVID-19
policies are well-suited to these alternative approaches and
applying them may be crucial to avoiding biases inherent in
regression approaches.
Recommendation 4: Sign the Bias
Sometimes it will not be possible to eliminate all sources
of bias, but it may be possible to report the direction of the
bias.11 For instance, the UK’s social distancing guidelines
presumably reduce only ȳPost
Liverpool and bias the estimated effect of Madrid’s lockdown toward zero. One may still have
confidence, then, in a DD result showing that Madrid’s lockdown did reduce infections. Alternatively, Madrid’s school
closure likely reduced infections at almost the same time as
its lockdown, making it less credible to attribute the DD estimate in (1) entirely to the lockdown. Researchers should
clearly state potential sources of bias, their sign, and their
likely magnitudes when interpreting DD estimates.
Recommendation 5: Be Clear about What Is Knowable
COVID-19 policies may have very different effects in the
areas that actually implement them than in areas that chose
not to do so, but DD identifies effects in treated areas. DD
models based on policy timing necessarily focus on small
windows of time after one area has a policy and before another area does. As we discuss, policies almost certainly do
not have immediate effects on reported outcomes, though.
Null short-run effects do not mean a policy has no effect.
Researchers should be clear about these interpretation issues,
while also trying to understand the sources of treatment effect

heterogeneity across space and time. In fact, many policymakers may be most interested in heterogeneity in the effect
of public health measures.
5

Conclusion

Because non-pharmaceutical COVID-19 interventions
have not been randomized, researchers have to rely on quasiexperimental strategies to identify causal effects. By including control groups, DD provides important advantages
over methods like before-and-after comparisons and interrupted time-series designs (e.g., Tobías, 2020). Moreover,
the graphical and parametric tools developed for DD in recent years make it possible to assess the plausibility of the
common trends assumption.
Causal estimates are important inputs into COVID-19 policymaking, and bias can have serious consequences. If policymakers mistakenly believe that restrictions have little effect, they may relax policy too soon and infections will spike
again. If, on the other hand, they mistakenly believe that
policies have large effects they may maintain restrictions for
too long, hampering economic and social recovery. Unbiased
and transparent DD evidence, however, can provide timely
and accurate guidance required to navigate the COVID-19
pandemic.
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Commentary
The authors provide an interesting paper that thoughtfully
lays out some possible issues with using the Difference-inDifferences (DD) analysis method and walks through the best
ways to tackle these to avoid pitfalls. The authors do a very
nice job explaining the DD analysis method, as well as the
potential challenges when using this method. The writing is
clear and provides food for thought, but a few modifications
could provide further context and insight.
In the introduction, the authors set the stage for using DD
in the context of COVID-19 analyses and cite several papers
that have used this method to show that non-pharmaceutical
interventions reduce some outcomes. We would have expected to see commentary in this introduction or throughout
the paper detailing these examples and whether they properly used DD in their analyses. This might have provided
more context for the challenges of this method in COVID-19
analyses.
The paper explains the DD method; however, since many
readers may not be familiar with DD, perhaps a more indepth explanation of the method and how it works would be
warranted. In addition, Equation 1 provides a helpful visual
of DD, but, perhaps in addition, a figure would be useful in
further explaining the method.
The authors highlight seven potential challenges with using the DD analysis method. These involve concepts of human behavior adoption, government policy implementation,
and measurement and reporting of infection rates. While all
provoked thought, raised good points, and are important to
the paper, the most interesting were the arguments about the
human behavior adoption, including the adoption of not-yetmandatory behaviors ahead of government mandates, discussed as Voluntary Precautions and Anticipation, as well
as the policy implications that affect both the control and the
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comparison areas—discussed as Spillovers.
When examining the effect of policies, it is important to
understand how those policies affect behavior. As the authors
point out in the discussions of Voluntary Precautions and Anticipation, the humans involved in these analyses do not behave in exact accordance with the policies implemented by
the governments or on the exact days. The behaviors associated with Voluntary Precautions are those that people start
implementing before the policy is enacted. The authors use
the example of decreased use of public transportation in the
days leading up to lockdowns. One might also assume people
were already limiting other behaviors such as non-essential
medical appointments and social gatherings as well in anticipation of the lockdown. The authors make a valid argument
that these behaviors may bias the analysis by skewing the
data. Might using auxiliary data such as the Google data
cited allow analysts to alter their analyses either by altering
the timeframes they use, anticipating adoption of voluntary
precautions, or adjusting for such behaviors in other ways?
Spillovers are presented as affects felt in one of the areas examined in the analysis due to changes in the other
area. This is a valid point that disease does not know borders and application of certain policies in one area can affect the analysis by biasing the estimate downward in another
area—resulting in a lower perceived effect of the lockdown
policies.
In regards to the discussion of policy timing, it might be
useful to further explore here by examining different pre-post
periods. For a disease outbreak that can exist without being
detected, because of the incubation time period and the high
prevalence of asymptomatic cases coupled with the very high
infection/transmission rate, applying a DD analysis to a policy is problematic because the comparison of the outcome is
dependent on an unknown factor from the start. It would be
useful to see a bit more of a justification for this type of analysis with a disease outbreak, as well as to discuss that within
Recommendation 5 (it is touched on somewhat in Recommendation 1). In addition, a figure in Section F would be
useful to further explain the challenges highlighted.
For Section G, the discussion of differential measurement
error at the top of Page 4 is very highly relevant and warrants its own section. The authors supply five strong recommendations for avoiding bias in DD analyses. These recommendations are well thought out and supply sound reasoning. Overall, the authors point to DD as a valid method to
compare causal effects of the policies put into place, as long
as the analyses are handled carefully and use an appropriate
control group. The importance of the interpretation of these
analyses is reflected in future policy choices by lawmakers
and public health officials. Supplying accurate analyses of
data for these decision makers is crucial to effectively mitigating disease outbreaks.
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